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Can furnishing make us feel good? Absolutely! Our mission since 1981 has been to 
fill your home with beauty and joie de vivre. To achieve this we create extraordinary, 
unique furniture and decorative accessories that combine quality and sustainability 

with originality and vitality. Invite our furnishing ideas and long-lasting statement 
furniture into your home and be inspired by its design, craftsmanship and top- 

quality, sustainable materials. This year's magazine, entitled "Home of Wonders", 
is intended to inspire you to transform your home into a magical setting - a stylish 

place that expresses your personality, a place where you can have fun and relax. 

 We hope you enjoy our magazine and wish you lots of inspiration

PETER SCHÖNHOFEN & JÜRGEN REITER

EDITORIAL
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

THE LIVING ROOM IS A CANVAS THAT REFLECTS YOUR LIFESTYLE,  
IT MIRRORS YOUR TASTE AND IS THE PLACE-TO-BE FOR EVERYONE  

WHO LOVES ELEGANCE AND COMFORT. TRANSFORM YOUR LIVING ROOM  
INTO A PLACE WHERE YOU DON'T JUST LIVE, BUT LIVE IN STYLE! 

ENHANCE YOUR
AMBIENCE

T H E  L I V I N G  R O O M



Sofa Bellissima 3-seater in green, the elegant version of the classic Chesterfield sofa in subtle 
green and soft velvet, the three-seater stands on delicate feet, so the look works perfectly in 
a modern ambience. Available in different sizes, and as a stool or armchair, and in two colour 
variants, 70 x 240 x 90 cm | 86658 | 

The Bellissima range is upholstered in 
button stitching all round, so that the sofa, 
armchair and footstool can be positioned 

anywhere in the room and look  
elegant from all sides.

B
EL

LIS
SIMA!
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Sideboard Credenza, combines stylistic elements of Art Deco with Japanese design features and elaborate inlays,  
80 x 150 x 40 cm | 85387 |   Sofa Amalfi, modern two-seater including throw cushions with Easy Clean cover, 67 x 219 x 88 cm | 86113 |

Sideboard Eye Of Tiger, a unique piece of master craftsmanship: the concentric circles and rays are milled by hand  
and traced with black paint, 78 x 115 x 40 cm | 84973 |

Sofa Cubetto, do you love light-coloured sofas in timeless cream but worry about stains? No problem. The 3-seater sofa is upholstered  
in a chenille fabric that reliably repels water and stains thanks to Easy-Clean technology, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 86246 |

Coffee table Clear Club (set of 3), 36 x 90 x 50 cm | 76743 |   Sideboard Glenn, the shape is a flat oval with a surface made of light, genuine marble 
and a body that stands out among sideboards with its dark-grey fronts and sides made of solid wood in a ribbed look. Glenn radiates discreet  

nobility and timeless elegance, and impresses with its high-quality materials, 75 x 160 x 45 cm | 84889 |

THE LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Shelf unit Modena, black lacquered steel meets light-coloured wood - the modern alternative to the good old living room cabinet, 200 x 125 x 35 cm | 84385 |
Dresser Alhambra, made entirely by hand and therefore a durable, high-quality and unique piece in a warm, shimmering metal finish, 88 x 108 x 38 cm | 80825 |

Side table Easy Living, really practical: the table top can be drawn over most sofa armrests to create a practical tray for laptops,  
snacks and coffee cups, 63 x Ø 46 cm | 70629 |

Sofa Gianni Cream, the light colour and the chrome frame make it look especially airy - the cover is also extremely easy to keep clean -  
dirt simply rolls off the Easy-Clean fabric! 88 x 290 x 167 cm | 85491 |

Coffee table Luigi, with great luxury appeal and an infinite number of possible uses: with Luigi you get four glass cubes and a total of eight  
surfaces to put stuff on. The elements can be arranged anywhere in the home or combined to form a large ensemble. Simply unpack them  

and start combining - it doesn't get any more flexible than this, 43 x 100 x 100 cm | 85834 |
Picture Abstract Fields, hand-painted with fine appliqués in mixed technique, 120 x 90 cm | 61661 |
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Corner sofa Henry Cream Left, an extra-large sofa in cube design for maximum relaxation,  
available in different versions, 72 x 335 x 170 cm | 86991 |
Coffee table Franklin Black, instead of moving tables around, Franklin offers a practical  
and stylish solution: with a single movement you can swivel the table tops synchronously  
to suit your requirements, 41 x 150 x 60 cm | 86508 |
Wall mirror Nastro Black, decorative wall elements with various mirrors, great both on their own and 
as a large arrangement, 114 x 80  cm | 87113 |
Standard lamp Mariposa, with 3 light sources for modern furnishing styles, 160 x 25 x 18 cm | 53365 |
Decorative figure Leopard Marble, on four paws it gives the interior an elegant  
and exotic touch, 34 x 95 x 18 cm | 51588 |
Sideboard Bravo, in XL format, made of walnut wood and with metal decor on the fronts,  
it plays a starring role in furnishing the living room, 76 x 200 x 45 cm | 87252 |

on right:
Corner sofa Henry Grey, a cosy sofa landscape  
for lovers of cube-like design in elegant  
anthracite. Infinitely expandable thanks to  
the available elements, and highly comfortable 
with its luxurious upholstery and springing,  
72 x 335 x 170 cm | 86579 |

THE LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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SCAN ME!
For the entire  
Henry collection



Lowboard Bravo, high-quality nickel-plated stainless steel,  
satinised glass and walnut veneer, 42 x 200 x 46 cm | 87249 |
Wall mirror Bonita Black, with two intertwined, graceful frames  
made of black steel, Ø 80 cm | 87116 |

11VISIT US ONLINE   //  WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM 

"Thanks to its many  
elements, the Henry sofa 
series can be transformed 
into a dream sofa of any 
size - that's true luxury!"
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

Standard lamp Mariposa, for dazzle-free light  
thanks to black reflectors, on a slim and solid base,  
160 x 25 x 18 cm | 53365 |
Cabinet Glenn, radiates discreet sophistication and 
timeless elegance, and stands out thanks to its high-quality 
materials and the versatile application options provided by 
three shelves, 138 x 100 x 45 cm | 84891 |

Sofa 3-seater Salamanca, the cool little sister of the Chesterfield sofa. And so comfortable! In a warm 
shade of greige, other colours and matching footstool available, 70 x 240 x 107 cm | 87346 |     
Coffee table Franklin, one coffee table, two looks - changed by synchronised swivelling table tops  
from XS to XL in seconds, 40 x 150 x 60 cm | 86326 |

"The Salamanca three-seater 
is a modern classic.  

The quilted seams on the  
pleasantly soft cover give the 

sofa a luxurious touch and 
lend it a touch of elegance.  

The velvety soft cover is made 
of fine chenille yarn.  

The modern look without  
visible feet adapts effortlessly 

to different furnishing  
styles and provides  

ultra-comfortable seating!"
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a Gudiño KARE MEXICO
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top left:
Lowboard Glenn, plays with the black and white contrast: an elegant piece  
of furniture with a light-coloured marble top and a dark-grey solid wood body  
on a filigree steel frame in black, 54 x 150 x 40 cm | 84890 |
Framed picture Ballett Passion, print on canvas of a ballerina in a perfect pose,  
with glittering details made of glass beads, 120 x 100 cm | 52641 |  

top right:
Console table Glenn,  with its oval shape and vertically structured fronts, this console 
table is a masterpiece of graphic furniture design, two drawers with concealed 
recessed handles at the top offer generous storage space, 80 x 100 x 32 cm | 84888 |
Framed painting Abstract, the abstract motif of the hand-painted acrylic painting in 
gold, white and black leaves plenty of room for interpretation, 120 x 80 cm | 53698 |

bottom right:
Sideboard Glenn,  the shape: a flat oval, with a surface made of light-coloured,  
genuine marble and a body that stands out among sideboards with its dark grey 
fronts and sides made of solid wood with a ribbed look. Glenn radiates discreet 
sophistication and timeless elegance, and impresses with its high-quality materials,  
76 x 160 x 45 cm | 84889 |
Abstract picture Into the Sea, thanks to the detailed craftsmanship and antique 
finish, it looks like a masterpiece from an art gallery, 120 x 90 cm | 51450 |
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THE LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

Corner sofa Bow, low-slung sofa in Italian design, 66 x 334 x 180 cm | 87555 |     Footstool Bow, matching footstool, also available as a soloist,  
40 x 100 x 100 cm | 87556 |   Standard lamp Balloon Smoke, a spectacular lighting object with spheres in various sizes, 160 x 95 x 75 cm | 55679 |

Swivel armchair Maye Bow, swivel armchair with textured cover fabric, 70 x 86 x 76 cm | 87499 |   Coffee table Montagna, in an exciting design with 
a marble top in a warm, light-coloured tone and contrasting aluminium frame, 40 x 142 x 70 cm | 87153 |   Mirror Noomi, with a matt frame in  
antique brass, for vertical or horizontal mounting, 58 x 122 cm | 86587 |   Console table Montagna, a modern eye-catcher with the makings of a 
classic, 81 x 135 x 35 cm | 87154 |
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Sofa element Ciao Midnight, from a single element to a large, semi-circular sofa, there are no limits to your creativity here. With a soft fabric 
surface that shimmers grey-blue depending on how the light falls, 100 x 145 x 65 cm | 87497 |   Coffee table Beverly Black,  
turn me around! With a twist, a second, round table top appears on the sculptural frame, 43 x 133 x 80 cm | 85504 |

Swivel armchair Ciao Midnight, a striking focal point with generous backrests, combining functionality and style, 95 x 82 x 72 cm | 87498 |    
Side tables Bottiglia, subtle sophistication with a coloured glass base Ø 50 or 60 cm | 57470, 57474 |   Coffee table Bevery Bubble,  
the swivelling all-rounder with black bubble glass tops, 43 x 133 x 81 cm | 87650 |   Coffee table Avignon, with swivelling table tops made of 
high-quality materials such as ceramics, steel and ESG glass, 45 x 80 x 80 cm | 86913 |
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

clockwise from top left:
Cabinet Grace, modern meets elegant! The lacquered 
solid mango wood with the white marble top in a 
semi-oval shape fulfils every furnishing wish,  
145 x 100 x 42 cm | 86465 |
Standard lamp Al Capone Tre, 176 x 37 x 37 cm | 51762 |

Console table Grace, an eye-catcher, storage space and 
the perfect stage for great decorating ideas all at once! 
Whether in the hallway or the living room, a console 
table with a mirror above it always enlarges the room 
visually, 76 x 100 x 30 cm | 86462 |
Mirror Double Row, with a 3D effect thanks  
to two mirrors mounted on top of each other,  
140 x 180 cm | 86214 |

Sideboard Grace, premium design with harmonious 
curves and exciting surfaces, a handcrafted unique 
piece in first-class quality, 78 x 160 x 45 cm | 86463 |
Table lamp Al Capone Tre, glamour in a sophisticated 
style: a high-quality table lamp with a hand-crafted 
marble base and three round shades made of tinted 
glass, 83 x 18 x 18 cm | 51763 |
Framed pictures Dust, simple, modern and interesting. 
Available in blue and greige, a great duo,  
100 x 100 cm | 54196, 54197 |

THE LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

SCAN ME!
For even more  
from the  
Grace collection



Recamiere Wonder, couch, sofa and chaise longue all in one: thanks to a width of 252 cm you have plenty of space to relax,  
and the recamiere in the on-trend colour of cream can be restyled with cushions and blankets, 67 x 252 x 108 cm | 85997 |

Carpet Cosy Classic Cream, with their velvety, silky-soft surface, viscose carpets caress the feet. Their open fibre pattern shimmers differently depending 
on how the light falls, how they are used and how they are highlighted, thus ensuring variety, 300 x 200 cm | 53219 |

Picture Abstract, is it a shower of gold, a crowd of people or something else entirely? The abstract motif of this hand-painted acrylic painting leaves 
plenty of room for interpretation, 120 x 80 cm | 53698 |

"Bouclé - elegant, French, 
feminine. The textured 
fabric emphasises the 

shapes of rounded seating 
furniture - très chic,  

in our opinion!"

Je
ss
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a 

M

elgar KARE SANTA CRUZ
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

Bar cabinet West Coast, made for cosmopolitans: a drinks bar with the magic of bygone times  
and storage space for all today's bar utensils, 154 x 60 x 60 cm | 82885 |    
Sofa 3-seater Kelly, in organic form, including decorative cushions, 67 x 225 x 83 cm | 87293 |
Side table Spacey, an elegant head-turner thanks to the ornate, curved base, 46 x 36 x 36 cm | 86392 |    
Framed painting Memories, the abstract design with its three-dimensional surface will harmonise effortlessly with any interior, 160 x 120 cm |54198|

THE LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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top:
Coffee table Wire Brass, comes in a set of two, for perfect arrangements  
with distinctive styling, 46 x 45 x 45 cm | 83457 |
bottom:
Coffee table Wire Brass (set of 2), the shiny duo adds luxury and style to any living area, 
34 x 70 x 70 cm |83456|   Vase Body Art, a minor work of art that will be a focal point on 
any side table, with or without flowers, 19 x 13 x 8 cm |54217|

Easy C
lean
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KARE X 
MORTEN GEORGSEN

"For the fronts of the Concertina series 
I selected pieces of ash wood and put 
them together at different angles and 
depths. The simple body emphasises  

the uniqueness of the front."

Console table Concertina Nature, matching console table with sculptural front, 78 x 136 x 40 cm | 86775 |
Sideboard Concertina Nature, ash wood veneer gives the front a natural and striking look, 74 x 186 x 40 cm | 86773 |

Console table Concertina Colore, the colourful console gives every room a distinctive, lively appearance, 78 x 134 x 40 cm | 86780 |

Sideboard Concertina, a firework of  
colours and shapes! With vibrant, colour-
ful fronts and a straight-lined body and 
frame. A real showstopper, even in  
minimalist interior styles,, 74 x 186 x 40 
cm | 86777 |    Corner sofa Gigi, in warm orange-brown, 
with a fluffy teddy-look cover, matching footstool  
available, 70 x 302 x 160 cm | 87405 |

M
or

te

n Georgsen DESIGNER

CON
C

E
R

T
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A
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Sofa Gianni, clean-lined, modern, cool and with an extra helping of style. This model from our GIANNI sofa collection has a soft corduroy cover,  
88 x 290 x 167 cm | 85985 |   Picture Balloons, a work of art with a three-dimensional effect and a wealth of details, also available in a smaller size,  
260 x 160 x 6 cm | 52979 |   Coffee table Meander, with a glass top and sculptural frame made of gold-coloured steel, 36 x 140 x 80 cm | 82370 |

Corner sofa Belami Velvet Dark-green Left, with a hard-wearing cover in a flattering velvet look, 70 x 265 x 210 cm | 85719 |
Coffee table Wire Black (set of 2), the filigree design appears light and spacious and creates a linear, timeless look in the living room, 34 x 70 x 70 cm | 79577 |

Corner sofa Belami Velvet Grey Right, a design partner for just about any style of furnishing, which makes an impact with its graphic lines, 70 x 265 x 210 cm | 85499 |

Corner sofa Amalfi Left Cream, a timeless beauty with cream-coloured upholstery and Easy-Clean technology, 83 x 275 x 159 cm | 85943 |
Corner sofa Gianni Velvet Grey Right,  guaranteed relaxation and well-being with a chaise longue. Available in many other versions and colours,  

88 x 290 x 167 cm | 83566 |

21VISIT US ONLINE   //  WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM 
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

Sofa Infinity, 70 x 306 x 182 cm | 85494 |   
Cushion Jungle Fever, 45 x 45 cm | 51962 |

SOFABULOUS.
SOFANTASTIC.

The INFINITY sofa system: absolutely ideal for the loft and supremely  
comfortable, INFINITY makes an impact in any setting. With a wide range  

of options such as corner elements, footstools, side sections and ottomans,  
an infinite number of combinations are possible. Your sofa - your choice!

THE LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Sofa INFINITY, 70 x 306 x 182 cm | 81323 |   
Coffee table ASPEN, 40 x 106 x 40 cm | 83493 |   
Cushion WILD LIFE, 36 x 54 cm | 52040 |
Mirror LEGNO, Ø 82 x 6 cm | 83248 |

Corner left 100,  
100 x 100 x 70 cm
82038 | Grey
86258 | Cream

Ottoman right,  
118 x 182 x 70 cm
82033 | Grey
86253 | Cream

2-seater 80, 
80 x 100 x 70 cm
82037 | Grey
86262 | Cream

Corner right 100,  
100 x 100 x 70 cm
82057 | Grey
86259 | Cream

Ottoman left, 
118 x 182 x 70 cm
82034 | Grey
86254 | Cream

Footstool, 
80 x 100 x 41 cm
82039 | Grey
86263 | Cream

Ottoman half left,  
120 x 100 x 70 cm
82400 | Grey
86257 | Cream

2-seater 120, 
120 x 100 x 70 cm
82035 | Grey
86260 | Cream

Footstool, 
68 x 100 x 41 cm
82040 | Grey
86264 | Cream

Ottoman half right,
120 x 100 x 70 cm
82399 | Grey
86256 | Cream

2-seater 100, 
100 x 100 x 70 cm
82036 | Grey
86261 | Cream

Colour variant
Grey

Footstool, 
50 x 100 x 41 cm
82041 | Grey
86265 | Cream

Colour variant
Cream

Combine your sofa in any way you like!
Choose from 13 elements in 2 colours and design your individual dream sofa.

Solid wood frame with no-sag springing and cosy polyurethane foam upholstery (30 kg/m3) 
Grey textile cover: 90% polyester, 10% polyamide-nylon / Cream textile cover: 100% polyester, Easy Clean, Ökotex certified

Cushion, 
60 x 40 cm
82042 | Dark grey
86255 | Cream
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This on-trend furnishing style combines wild charm with timeless sophistication,  
in keeping with the theme of freedom and vibrancy. With invigorating colours,  

playful patterns and a touch of the exotic, Boho creates an ambience that  
not only conquers rooms but also hearts around the world.

Boho Home

Bigsofa Boheme Curry, the superbly 
soft fabric and exciting colour make 
this comfortable sofa the perfect  
centrepiece for your living room,  
80 x 230 x 145 cm |86518|

F U R N I S H I N G  T R E N D
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SCAN ME!
For even more  

Boho inspiration
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1. Vase Tutti Green, the vases in refreshing green can be perfectly combined, 25 x 21 cm / 75 x 25 cm | 54492 | | 54494 |   2. Vase Dune, a large vase that is also suitable 
as a decorative object and complements almost any interior style, 100 x 26 cm | 54499 |  3. Picture Geometric Woman, soft colours and geometric shapes create 

artistic flair, 100 x 150 cm | 53972 |   4. Shelf unit Bonita, with rounded shapes, offering space for books, decorations or plants, 180 x 90 x 38 cm | 87515 |    
5. Two-seater sofa Peppo Melange Black, supreme comfort thanks to no-sag springing in a rounded, organic design,  

72 x 182 x 95 cm | 87429 |   6. Footstool Peppo Lounge Melange Green, the perfect addition to any living area, available in a range of versions,  
41 x 76 cm | 87426 |   7. Table lamp Strisce, with an unusual pattern in black and white, 48 x 30 cm | 55855 |   8. Table lamp Strisce, a shining head-turner for every living 

room, 44 x 30 cm | 55856 |  9. Console table Bonita, in a unique, organic design, 75 x 140 x 38 cm | 87514 |
10. Table lamp Neapel, the natural design creates an extraordinary ambience, 55 x 35 cm | 55857 |   11. Side table Bottiglia Green,  

the fascinating glass base gives the piece a floating lightness, 52 x 50 cm / 43 x 60 cm | 87473 | | 87472 |

9

1

2

"With modern works of  
art a minimalist, simple  

furnishing style can become 
an exciting centrepiece.  
It enables you to create  

your own gallery, and the 
artworks can always be 
rotated between rooms, 

creating completely  
new perspectives."
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on right:
Cabinet Madeira, the art of wood 
carving is still practised today in 
traditional workshops in India, and this 
is where these unique cabinets come 
from. The clean-lined, rectangular 
shape of the cabinet harmonises with 
the straight lines of the golden metal 
frame, 141 x 76 x 30 cm | 86565 |
Sofa 3-seater Henry leather,  
a leather sofa like this will be a long 
and loyal companion. Made of 
hand-polished genuine leather, which 
guarantees durability and marvellous 
seating comfort, it adapts to your 
body temperature and only gains in 
character with signs of use and wear. 
Also available as a corner sofa,  
72 x 250 x 95 cm | 86549 |

top:
Chair California, in the classic butterfly shape,  
93 x 70 x 75 cm | 86424 |   Carpet Seventy, with an exciting mix of 
patterns in rich colours, 170 x 240 cm | 54401 |

on left:
Sideboard Madeira Light, made of solid redwood with  
a hand-carved relief front, 75 x 177 x 45 cm | 86707 |    
Chair California, the cosy classic made of high-quality buffalo nappa 
leather with a black steel frame. Available in many colours,  
93 x 70 x 75 cm | 86425 |   Vases Tutti, made from recycled glass  
| 54491, 54493 |   Wall decoration Umano, three-dimensional object  
for the wall, each one is unique, Ø 59 x 29 cm | 54378 |
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Console table Roots, a unique handcrafted piece that gives every room an incomparable charm, 83 x 150 x 45 cm | 81841 |
Sofa Cubetto, an expansive classic in a fine vintage look and brown top-grain leather, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 82019 |

Sofa Neo, the cover in appealing tobacco is an easy-care, robust fibre fabric with leather content, 86 x 215 x 90 cm | 84423 |
Sideboard Madeira, with hand-carved doors, also available in light-coloured wood, 75 x 177 x 45 cm | 86564 |

Sofa Malibu, a brown, premium leather sofa with fine quilting, elegant and uncomplicated at the same time, 67 x 226 x 110 cm | 80939 |    
Sideboard La Gomera, a cool and absolutely timeless material mix of steel and ribbed glass - the refined version of the industrial style,  

75 x 120 x 38 cm | 84137 |

COSYLIVING
A leather sofa is a friend for life - indestructible and charming.  
It suits many interior looks, but we particularly love combining  

these sofas with industrial-style furniture.
LE

T
’S

 D

O BETTER.



Sun, zest for life and a pinch of flamboyance - that sums up Riccardo's new home  
in Mallorca! Together with KARE the colourful star, who is in constant action  
as a presenter, model and author, has created his ultimate hide-away here.

His ideas and inspirations were brought to life during a personal  
furnishing consultation at KARE Kraftwerk in Munich.

Welcome to

the Glam Jungle

Riccardo  
Simonetti,  
TV star  
and author

H O M E S T O R Y  R I C C A R D O  S I M O N E T T I

"MY FURNISHING 

STYLE IS LIKE  

A COCKTAIL OF  

GLAMOUR, GLITZ 

AND JOIE DE VIVRE!"

Hanging chair  
Ibiza Nature Outdoor, 
209 x 120 x 104 cm 
| 86278 |
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Table lamp Feather Palm, 60 x 50 x 50 cm | 53746 |
Table lamp Giraffe, 50 x 24 x 26 cm | 53710 |
Armchair Nonna Jungle, 102 x 75 x 89 cm | 86136 |

Sofa 3-seater  
Dschinn Amber, 
78 x 233 x 122 cm | 83608 |
Armchair Aunt Betty, 
85 x 75 x 84 cm | 81776 |

Sideboard Zebra, 
80 x 160 x 40 cm | 86150 |

Hanging chair  
Ibiza Nature Outdoor, 
209 x 120 x 104 cm 
| 86278 |
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Combining glamour  
and nature with a touch  
of humour 
The lounge area is a paradise  
featuring an eclectic mix of styles.

Glamorous gold and jungle vibes:  
Riccardo's living area 
The living room is full of eye-catching pieces: the curved  
3-seater Dschinn sofa in golden velvet combines glamour  
with cosiness. And as if that wasn't enough,  
Riccardo keeps on rocking with Aunt Betty armchairs  
in the elegant Midcentury style.

Riccardo's finca is not just a show- 
case for his wild charm, colourful 
tastes and extraordinary interior 
design ideas, it is also a retreat for 
him and his family. The aim is for 

everyone to feel at home here and be infected by 
the feel-good interior. A place that sparkles and 
shines just like Riccardo Simonetti himself.  
He is delighted: "I can now hardly wait to start 
creating memories in my new house, because 
that's what turns a great place into a home!"
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The bedroom  
combines Spanish flair 

and pink power! 
And how does Riccardo prefer 

his bedroom? Definitely 
flamboyant, with bright pink 

cupboards and sideboards 
from the DISK series. It's as if 

someone has poured a pot of 
colour over the traditional  

Mediterranean interior style 
- and it works! Jungle-print 
curtains and palm tree bed 

linen bring nature right into 
the bedroom.  

"The bedroom is my favourite 
room. I love rose, pink and 

golden details. I like beautiful 
things and I don't want  

to surround myself with  
furniture that is simply  

practical. Every piece should 
also have aesthetic value."

Animal prints and jungle glam
When it comes to decorating ideas, Riccardo's 
watchword is definitely "more is more". Everywhere  
in his finca you will find colourful vases, animal  
decorations and vibrant souvenirs - his Mediterranean 
home is an expression of his creativity!

Inspiration from California  
and Hollywood
"My inspiration comes largely from pop culture!  
I enjoy decorating with works of art featuring a Pop Art 
look, I adore icons like Marilyn Monroe and present-day 
female artists like Lana del Rey and Lindsay Lohan."

Armchair Water Lily Gold Pink, 78 x 85 x 78 cm | 85080 |
Decorative jar Exotic Bird, 23 cm | 55682 |
Sideboard Jungle, 95 x 135 x 38 cm | 86300 |

Sideboard Disk Pink, 
85 x 150 x 50 cm | 82771 |



LET'S GET
Riccardo's

LOOK

1. Picture behind glass No Drama, 90 x 120 cm | 54946 |   2. Wall-mounted coat rack Jungle Party, 43 x 115 x 7 cm | 82166 |
3. Bookrests Hippo Pink (set of 2), 26 x 19 x 14 cm | 52302 |   4. Cushion Beads Queen Pink, 35 x 60 cm | 55772 |

5. Money box Monkey Green, 35 x 24 x 23 cm | 60794 |   6. Wardrobe Disk Yellow, 180 x 120 x 55 cm | 82772 |
7. Standard lamp Monstera Gold, 149 x 73 x 63 cm | 53678 |   8. Decorative plant Paradise Flowers, 190 cm | 51684 | 

9. Armchair Regency Zebra, 98 x 70 x 68 cm | 78128 |    10. Decorative figure Lion Gold, 40 x 113 x 58 cm | 51727 | 
11. Table lamp Relax Leopard, 50 x 28 x 26 cm | 54564 | 

12. Sideboard Zebra, 80 x 160 x 40 cm | 86150 | 
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For the entire  
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MODERN 
Retro

T I T L E  S T O R Y

This is how to put the fun into furnishing!  
Style elements from the Midcentury, bright colours  

from the Seventies and present-day materials and comfort -  
the perfect mix for a feel-good look.

"A zebra trophy on the 

wall? With Happy Chic 

there really are no limits to 

your creativity, and black 

and white really does go 

with everything!"
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left-hand page:
Vase Lips, a big kiss for beautiful flowers, or simply a striking  
attention-getter, 28 x 56 x 31 cm | 55263 |
Wall-mounted object Zebra, a witty wall decoration,  
also great in a group, 78 x 33 x 58 cm | 54761 |
Serving trolley Loft, an elegant serving trolley with  
a round frame in black, with dark glass tops and  
a touch of retro design, 85 x 74 x 40 cm | 84545 |

here:
Sideboard Grooves, a handcrafted sideboard  
made of solid mango wood with graphic relief decorations  
on the fronts, 79 x 164 x 40 cm | 84377 |
Pictures Abstract Shapes, a unique piece on canvas, hand-painted 
in bright colours with acrylics: an artistic head-turner, especially in a 
group! 143 x 73 cm | 53898, 53899 |
Pet bed Diva Orange, off into your basket! But with style, of course.  
47 x 85 x 54 cm | 86370 |
Swivel armchair Peony Fuzzy Brown, the fluffy teddy armchair with its 
360° swivel function will be everyone's favourite cuddly armchair,  
75 x 77 x 80 cm | 87173 |

W
ow! A retro-look bed

 fo
r p

ets!
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Sofa 3-seater Salamanca Yellow, the comfortable on-trend sofa in a feel-good colour  
offers space for 3 people, footstool available separately, 70 x 240 x 107 cm | 87347 |
Console table Concertina Colore, created by designer Morten Georgsen,  
more about the Concertina series further on in this MAGAZINE, 78 x 136 x 40 cm | 86780 |  
Coffee table Beverly Black, with swivelling table tops, offering even more space for snacks and drinks, 43 x 133 x 80 cm | 85504 |
Picture Metallic Palms, lying, sitting, working, sleeping, eating under palm trees...  
with its reduced colour scheme this picture behind glass is guaranteed free from kitsch, 120 x 180 cm | 61574 |  
Standard lamp Balloon Colore, a spectacular lamp with differently coloured globes for a designer space age look, 160 x 95 x 75 cm | 38316 |

THE LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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top:
Side table Sea Lion, a witty table  
with acrobatic skills,  
60 x 50 x 50 cm | 87150 |
Chair Hairy, a fuzzy favourite armchair 
with an absolute WOW impact!  
In an eye-catching statement colour, 
of course, 78 x 63 x 67 cm | 87178 |

on right:
Swivel armchair Cosy Amber, with 
plenty of comfort, a generous seating 
surface and harmonious curves,  
84 x 81 x 83 cm | 85528 |

C
O

N
C

E
R

TIN
A
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Sofa Calgary,  a friend for life in a luxurious vintage design featuring 
brown leather, 76 x 226 x 89 cm | 87147 |
Coffee table Franklin, highly functional with swivelling table tops,  
41 x 150 x 60 cm | 86326 |

Wall mirror Nastro Black, a wall-mounted head-turner  
in a retro look, also looks great in a group, 114 x 80 cm | 87113 |
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A leather sofa is a 

purchase for the long 

term. The robust natural 

material becomes more and 

more beautiful over time 

and goes well with many 

furnishing styles.



top left:
Swivel armchair Napa, thanks to its ample upholstery, soft 
aniline leather and a 360° swivel function, this is an item of 
furniture for a long friendship, 74 x 72 x 78 cm | 87139 |

top right:
Armchair Bridge, its curved design with a flowing  
transition to the base gives the armchair a Sixties vibe,  
96 x 86 x 87 cm | 87143 |

on right:
Sofa Napa, a durable two-seater in brown leather with 
narrow armrests, 76 x 226 x 89 cm | 87146 |
Coffee table Ballabile,  the classy composition of a velvety 
body and a marble-look top also offers plenty of storage 
space, 46 x 114 x 60 cm | 87088 |

37
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modern retro 
inspiration
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Side table Ice Cream,  
raspberry, strawberry,  
or perhaps the tastiest  
side table in the world?  
72 x Ø 48 cm | 86832 |
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You can never 

have enough  

side tables! We have 

a few very special 

pieces for you.
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clockwise from top left:
Side table Sea Lion, a sociable sea lion for the living room, 60 x 50 x 50 cm | 87150 |

Coffee table Electra, this handcrafted round coffee table with inlays in black and white is a real treasure for the home, 35 x Ø75 cm | 79170 |    
Decoration Dices, five silver decorative cubes in a black wooden box, 6 x 21 x 5 cm | 53951 |

Side table Lava, each one is unique: the 20 mm thick glass top is moulded by hand,  
50 x 30 x 30 cm | 87198, 87199, 87200 |

Side table Endless Vegas, with quilted faux leather cover in soft colours, 49 x 47 x 47 cm | 87130, 87131, 87132 |



Extendable table Benvenuto, with a trapezoid base, offers space for up to 10 people, 75 x 200-250 x 110 cm | 80123 |
Armchair Knot Tweed, with a backrest in a sophisticated woven look, and comfortable upholstery in a mix of materials, 81 x 62 x 59 cm | 84649 |
Pendant lamp Double Bubble, special lighting source for extended dining tables, 120 x 115 x 45 cm | 55076 |
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Shelf unit Mason, round shelving is a nice contrast to cube-shaped furniture,  
and the best way to display books, vases etc., 180 x 175 x 35 cm | 82951 |
Picture Sunrise/ Sunset, a graphic work of art in a black frame,  
creating a stylish wall decoration as a pair or individually, 100 x 75 cm | 55426, 55655 |
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Table Schickeria, with an easy-care surface in a black marble look, 74 x Ø110 cm | 87056 |
Chair San Francisco, the classic in dark green velvet, 82 x 59 x 61 cm | 84758 |
Pendant lamp Charleston, a unique design with six distinctive glass shades, 120 x Ø 68 cm | 55083 |
Carpet Art Faces, a unique piece with hand-painted illustrations in the one-line style, Ø250 cm | 54921 |

The Schickeria table  

series is a modular system: 

the various tops can  

be combined with  

different legs to create  

your perfect table!
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1. Armchair San Francisco, 82 x 59 x 61 cm | 84757 |   2. Cushion Lava, 45 x 45 x 5 cm | 53119 |   3. Pendant lamp Saturn LED, 150 x 75 x 75 cm | 60715 |    
4. Chair Hudson, 84 x 49 x 54 cm | 80005 |   5. Table Invitation Walnut Black, 76 x Ø120 cm | 84403 |    

6. Decorative bowl Samba (set of 4) | 55697 |   7. Vase Calabria, 28 x 16 x 16 cm | 55707 |   8. Chair Bologna, 93 x 48 x 58 cm | 87479 |    
9. Picture object Puerto Vallarta Pezzi, 100 x 75 x 6 cm | 55890 |   10. Glasses Fogli Green | 55646, 55648 |   

11. Drinks dispenser Pineapple Amber (2 sections.), 50 x 26 x 26 cm | 54683 |   12. Vase Manici, 30 cm tall | 57026 |

RETRO DINING
A dining area with features in a modern retro style?  

It couldn't be easier!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12
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Extendable table Benvenuto, form meets function - a great dining table for up to eight people.  
Also ideal as a conference table, 75 x 200-250 x 110 cm | 80819 |
Chair San Francisco Grey, the comfortable classic with a grey velvet cover, 81 x 59 x 61 cm | 83314 |
Sideboard Fiori, the dark-coloured front has a handcrafted floral pattern that makes  
each piece a unique work of art, 75 x 160 x 38 cm | 87180 |
Framed painting Flower Hair, square art print in a black frame, 120 x 120 cm | 55422 |
Pendant lamp Heavenly, the modern alternative to the chandelier, matches any furnishing style, 150 x Ø 98cm | 52950 |

THE LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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top right:
Armchair Bess Beige Flitter, with comfortable armrests and upholstery 
fabric in a refined colour scheme, 85 x 70 x 63 cm | 87067 |

bottom right:
Armchair Knot Tweed, extra stylish with braiding in a casual tweed look 
and a beige seat cushion, 81 x 62 x 59 cm | 84649 |
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Flower 
Power

Floral touches are a great way  
to spread colour and a cheerful mood. 

Whether fresh in a vase, carved  
into furniture fronts, or as a print on  

textiles and wallpaper - flower motifs  
bring the retro feeling to life! 

Retro 
deco
We adore decorating the 
retro style with vintage  
elements! A record player  
is a great eye-catcher, 
as are cocktail glasses  
from the Seventies, a  
punch bowl or handmade 
ceramics. It's worth  
rummaging around at  
flea markets or in your 
 cellar - great decorative  
treasures often come  
to light here.

Material 
mix

Midcentury-style  
furniture such as solid  
wood sideboards with  

slender legs, comfortable 
leather armchairs and  

quirky plush objects are  
characteristic of the  

retro style. Fluffy carpets  
and highlights in velvet  

and corduroy round  
off the look.  

Be bold with colours
For the perfect retro style we need at least 

one statement colour. A wall in vibrant 
green, deep orange-red or sunny yellow is 
typical. Those who are daring enough can 

paint several walls in different colours!
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BRINGING THE LOOK TO YOUR HOME

Dopamine Chic

Modern retro
The colour world

Sunny yellow

LilacFir green
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1. Footstool Peppo Lounge White, 39 x 76 x 76cm | 86160 |    2. Footstool Peppo Lounge Red, 41 x 76 x 76cm | 87351 | 
3. Armchair Peppo Yellow, 71 x 78 x 77 cm | 87129 |    4. Sofa Peppo 2-seater White, 72 x 182 x 95 cm | 86158| 
5. Sofa Peppo 2-seater Orange, 72 x 182 x 95 cm | 87374|    6. Armchair Peppo Blue, 71 x 78 x 77 cm | 87376 | 

7. Footstool Peppo Lounge Orange, 41 x 76 x 76 cm | 87127 |    8. Sofa Peppo 2-seater Blue, 72 x 182 x 95 cm | 87128 | 
9. Sofa Peppo 2-seater Yellow, 72 x 182 x 95 cm | 87369 | 
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SCAN ME!
For even  
more choice

THE 
PEPPO
SERIES

Furnishing can be as colourful  
and stylish as this!
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KARE-DESIGN.COM

THE MOST 
MAGICAL

CAN BE FOUND  
AT KARE

FURNISHING
IDEAS
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RAYS OF  
SUNSHINE

FOR INDOORS
Unique pieces in the happy-chic colour  
of yellow: our recipe against uniformly  

grey interiors

1. Picture behind glass Bouquet Beauty, a square artwork with a lemon-yellow background, 100 x 100 cm | 54432 |
2. Cushion Face Art, in the popular line art style, 60 x 35 cm | 54528 |

3. Pendant lamp Riva, for warm light above the dining table, 158 x 55 x 55 cm | 55974 |
4. Sofa 3-seater Salamanca, an ultra-comfortable cloud sofa in a statement colour, 70 x 240 x 107 cm | 87347 |

5. Side table Domero Checkers, a happy-chic accessory on its own or in a group, 50 x Ø 25 cm | 86733 |
6. Hourglass Timer, ffor golden times, 36 x Ø  14 cm | 55175 |

7. Armchair Peppo Yellow, a favourite seat in sunny yellow mesh, 71 x 78 x 77 cm | 87129 |
8. Decorative figure Zwerg, a witty decorative object, 21 x 10 x 9 cm | 55668 | 

9. Vase Calabria Yellow, made of hand-painted porcelain, 16 cm | 55708 | 
10. Decorative jar Exotic Bird, painted by hand in pastel colours, 23 x 21 x 12 cm | 55680 | 
11. Chair Acapulco Yellow, the classic for indoors and outdoors, 85 x 73 x 78 cm | 83988 | 
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ACCESSORIES // MIRRORS

Mirror, mirror on the wall - in furnishing, mirrors give rooms a sense  
of space, add brightness and create stylish highlights.  

Why not give it a try and let yourself be enchanted!
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1. Mirror Hologram Gold, a design highlight for horizontal or vertical mounting, 119 x 76 x 9 cm | 83206 |   2. Mirror Sprocket, inspired by the wealth of shapes of sun 
mirrors, Ø 92 cm | 79985 |   3. Wall mirror Twiggy Gold, combines stylish wall decoration with the features of a mirror, Ø 121 cm | 86099 |

4. Wall decoration Dragonfly Mirror, the wings and body of the handmade dragonfly reflect the room, 27 x 35 x 4 cm | 51223 |    5. Wall decoration Orchid White,  
a handmade, elegant wall decoration with golden details, 25 x 24 x 7 cm | 69265 |   6. Mirror Shapes, a special mirror with the features of a decorative object,  

130 x 110 x 10 cm | 83009 |   7. Wall decoration Orchid White, a delicate orchid blossom made by hand, 54 x 51x 15 cm | 69163 |   8. Wall decoration Beetle Mirror, can 
be perfectly combined with matching themed mirrors, 39 x 25 x 6 cm | 51221 |9. Wall mirror Shape Brass, a stainless-steel frame finished with brass, 120 x 110 x 3 cm | 

85575 |    10. Room divider Curve, a brilliant upgrade for any room, 166 x 106 x 31 cm | 84248 |   11. Wall decoration Hummingbird, a glossy wall decoration in the shape 
of a hummingbird, 32 x 27 x 4 cm | 51220 |   12. Mirror Bubble Brass, made of 15 mirrors with brass-coloured frames, 138 x 93 x 2 cm | 84132 |    

13. Wall decoration Orchid Gold, a luxurious, unique handmade piece, 44 x 40 x 12 cm | 69283 |   14. Mirror Curve Rectangular Brass,  
the timeless, elegant design goes with any interior, 200 x 70 x 5 cm | 82713 |

SCAN ME!
For even  

more mirrors
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MORE THAN SIMPLY A ROOM WHERE YOU CAN EAT - IT IS A PLACE OF ENJOYMENT,  
CONVIVIALITY AND MEMORIES. TRANSFORM YOUR DINING ROOM  

INTO A SPACE FOR UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS, WARM CONVERSATIONS  
AND CULINARY ADVENTURES, TRUE TO THE PRINCIPLE THAT  

THERE'S ALWAYS ROOM FOR MORE.

NOT JUST 
FOOD & DRINK

T H E  D I N I N G  R O O M
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Extendable table Twist Onyx, with compact dimensions and great possibilities! When opened up, it offers space for up to 
eight people, 76 x 120 x 90 cm | 86786 |   Swivel chair Thinktank Mix, combines design, comfort and (swivel) function, a real 
all-rounder for the dining room, 81 x 67 x 58 cm | 87070 |   Pendant lamp Atomic Balls Silver, a striking eye-catcher with 
reflecting spheres, 130 x 74 x 74 cm | 53732 |   Mirror Hipster, simple elegance with a round brass frame, 115 x 50 cm | 83806 |
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Table Okinawa, the graphic frame and rounded table top create a modern im-
pression, while the use of high-quality materials such as granite and steel ensures 
durability, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 86725 |
Shelf unit Okinawa,designer furniture in a class of its own in the living room,  
open-plan kitchen or hallway, 180 x 120 x 30 cm | 86726 |  
Chair Bess Grey, marvellous seating comfort thanks to padded armrests,  
a soft upholstery fabric and a comfortable backrest, 85 x 70 x 63 cm | 86388 |

Carpet Cosy Classic Cream, a gently shimmering viscose carpet,  
for soft highlights in the dining area, 300 x 200 cm | 53219 |
Pendant lamp Atomic Balls Silver, modern and striking, could  
even be an art installation in a museum 130 x 74 x 74 cm | 53732 |
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"A monochrome  
interior can be brought  

to life with a variety  
of materials and textures. 

Our marbled natural  
stone top gives the  

dining area fascinating 
effects and a dynamic 
black and white look."
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Vases Donna, a vase as nature intended!
Available in various colours and sizes, 
e.g. 40cm tall | 54981, 54234 |
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SCAN ME!
For even more  
information on the 
Okinawa series



BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

Table Amsterdam, with an uncomplicated extending function and 
high-quality ceramic top in a vintage look, 76 x 160-240 x 90 cm | 82725 |
Swivel chair Coco, in dark grey with Easy-Clean cover: simply repels water 
and stains 84 x 53 x 60 cm | 86234 |
Shelf unit Storm, with a unique mix of materials, namely  
the body and six shelves made of black lacquered steel and  
elements of solid pine, 234 x 100 x 30 cm | 82060 |

"Extendable tables  
are a must-have for  
urban flats. They're  

compact during the day  
and can be transformed 
into large banqueting  

tables in seconds!"

Ka
ch

i A
para KARE NIGERIA

THE DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS

sw
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SCAN ME!
For even more  
extendable  
tables
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FROM XS
TO XXL

Whether it's a cosy evening meal for two or  
a large feast with family and friends - our extendable  

tables combine functionality and design to perfection!  
They're the answer to every question of space.

1. Pendant lamp Headlight Chrome, also a special highlight in a row suspended above long tables, 155 x 53 x 53 cm | 54203 |
2. Pendant lamp Atomic Balls, a striking head-turner with reflecting spheres, Ø 74 cm | 53732 |

3. Extendable table Xenia, with a ceramic top in a natural stone look, 76 x 140 (+60) x 80 cm | 87708 |   
4. Chair Thelma, the crumpled look of the upholstery is casual and elegant at the same time, 82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 |   

5. Chair Thinktank, swivels with a stylishly textured fabric, 83 x 65 x 56 cm | 86999 |
6. Extendable table Connesso, with a high-quality ceramic top and sculptural base, 76 x 200-260 x 100 cm | 86737 |   

7. Extendable table Bellagio, featuring a statement base and a top with ultra-modern bubble glass surface, 76 x 180-260 x 95 cm | 87519 |   
8. Table Grande Possibilita, the oval table with its dark ceramic top offers great possibilities, 76 x 120 x 180 cm | 85735 |   

9. Table South Beach, as beautiful as marble and practical at the same time, because the glass top is resistant to stains, 75 x 90 x 160 cm | 84783 |   
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

Shelf unit Loft, with its minimalist look, it adapts to any furnishing style and can also stand freely in the room, 100 x 115 x 30 cm | 84125 |
Mirror Pieces, the abstract design will add artistic flair to any room, ø 100 cm | 85902 |  
Table Gloria, a large glass table with decoratively curved, black steel legs for up to eight people. 
A real showpiece for the dining room, it adds luxurious flair to the home and looks refined and elegant thanks to its stately dimensions,  
75 x 100 x 200 cm | 85731 |
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Chair Wire, black from the backrest to the legs and with distinctive modern lines -  
that's what makes this chair so appealing, 83 x 48 x 54 cm | 82744 |
Pendant lamp Scala, with a black frame and 14 round glass shades,  138 x 155 x 28 cm | 52511 |
Mirror Göteborg, the designer mirror with its sturdy steel frame blends  
easily into any interior style, comes in various sizes | 80908 , 80809 |

"The Gloria series is sure 
to attract compliments 

from your guests.  
The statement base  

creates a spectacular 
effect, while the glass  

top adds lightness."

C
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opez KARE VENEZUELA
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Sideboard Caldera, an absolute highlight that blends visually into its surroundings thanks to its reflecting relief fronts, 78 x 160 x 45 cm | 80122 |    
Mirror Noomi, with a harmoniously curved frame in a vintage look, 122 x 58 cm | 86588 |   

Armchair Peppo Yellow, an eye-catcher with a mesh cover in yellow, other colours and variants available, 71 x 78 x 77 cm | 87129 |   
 Decorative object Concorde, 28 x 59 x 26 cm | 55312 |   Carpet Silja Rust Red, 240 x 170 cm | 54354 |   
Standard lamp Mariposa, with 3 light sources for modern furnishing styles, 160 x 25 x 18 cm | 53365 |

Table Caldera, undoubtedly the star of the room - a masterpiece of modern design with a statement base, 76 x 220 x 110 cm | 87458 |
Swivel chair Arabello, a perfectly shaped chair with a slightly shimmering cover in a soft colour, 58 x 78 x 57 cm | 87358, 87359, 87360 |
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STATEMENT
ELEGANCE

These head-turners testify  
to exquisite taste and are sure  

to generate compliments

1. Pendant lamp Scala Balls Black, 138 x 155 x 28 cm | 52511 |   2. Pendant lamp Lobby Quattro, 200 x 50 x 50 cm | 55080 |    
3. Swivel chair Arabella Silver, 58 x 78 x 57 cm | 87358 |   4. Vase Marvelous Duo Amber Grey, 31 cm | 54911 |    

5. Vase Marvelous Duo Amber Grey, 22 x Ø 28 cm | 54912 |   6. Console table Curve Black, 76 x 120 x 38 cm | 87185 |    
7. Swivel chair Arabella Blue, 58 x 78 x 57 cm | 87359 |   8. Vase Barfly Amber Matt, 43 cm | 54906 |     

9. Swivel chair Arabella Orange, 58 x 78 x 57 cm | 87360 |   10. Sofa Wall Street, 85 x 270 x 120 cm | 87250 |   
11. Shelf unit Forma, 180 x 90 x 38 cm | 87516 |   

sw
ivels

sw
ivels

sw
ivels
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TABLE Gloria Gold, a real showpiece for the dining room or the lounge! Looks graceful  
and elegant thanks to the glass top and curved legs, 75 x 100 x 200 cm | 81543 |    

CHAIR Hojas Beige, harmony in a two-tone look, available in other colours, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 86064 |

Table Molekular Gold, 
76 x Ø 120 cm | 79621 |

Console table Gloria Gold, 
82 x 140 x 45 cm | 82379 |

Chair East Side Pearl XL, 
88 x 51 x 59 cm | 84736 |

Tall Dresser Chalet 
Gold 13 Drawers, 

105 x 110 x 40 cm | 86704 |

Pendant lamp Diamond 
Fever Dining Black, 

130 x 110 x 12 cm | 55396 |

Vase Sting, 
26 cm tall | 55130 |

GOLDRUSH
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Table Lucia, the upper table top can be rotated for epic family-style dinners! The perfect way to share meals, 
75 x Ø 135 cm | 86956 |   Armchair Boulevard White, elegantly shaped with a rounded backrest and bouclé-look cover,  

79 x 58 x 57 cm | 87151 |   Carpet Cosy Ocean, a round carpet adds dynamism to angular rooms - try it out! Ø 200 cm | 54898 |

Table Artistico Marble, sumptuous styling with easy-care features: the top is laminated in a marble look, 76 x 160 x 90 cm | 85001 |    
Chair Irina, velvet chair with a golden shimmer, 50 x 57 x 83 cm | 80036 |

Pendant lamp Carisma, redefines the chandelier with its vertical glass rods, 58 x 60 x 60 cm | 53734 |
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SCAN ME!
For even more  

gems
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In terms of style it leaves other dining tables far behind. On the one hand  
because it combines the materials of solid wood, ceramics and steel.  

And on the other because its edges are individually moulded.

MIX & MATCH

T H E  T A V O L A  T A B L E  S E R I E S
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Acacia Dark

Stars

Acacia

Parquet

Tavola Ceramic Bilbao Ceramic

Live edge Chamfered edge Squared edge

Oak

Conley

The table tops are available in different variants.
Light oak or dark acacia - what's your preference?

The natural tree shape, elegantly chamfered  
or a classic squared edge.The finish you choose  
determines the character of your table.

Whether it's dinner for one or a family celebration,  
the table tops are available in a wide range of sizes.

THE SOLID  
WOOD TOP

THE EDGE

THE SIZE
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LIVE 
EDGE

CONLEY

ACACIA

SCAN ME!
For even  
more  
combinations

LE
T

’S
 D

O BETTER.



Square base Black Square base Raw steel

X base Brass X base Black

Square base Chrome Square base Silver Square base Brass

OHO base Black OHO base Chrome OHO base Gold

The square metal base makes the table a modern classic.
Matt silver for lovers of an elegant interior style, raw steel  
for an industrial look, or chrome-plated for extra glamour  
in the dining area?

Or would you prefer something a little more unusual? The OHO 
base with its opening turns the classic into a real attention-getter.

We'll be happy to show you all the variants in our shop.  
The tables also do a great job as working and conference tables. 
They come in many sizes, and always look natural and modern.

Also available as height-adjustable desks!

THE BASE

YOUR PERSONAL FAVOURITE 
TABLE IS COMPLETE!

OHO BASE

SQUARE BASE

X BASE

THE DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS
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OHO 
BASE

X BASE

SQUARE 
BASE
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The classic among round tables in a modular system. 
All tops available in Ø90 cm or Ø120 cm.
And which trumpet base appeals to you most?

THE INVITATION  
SYSTEM

Base
Black

Table top
Walnut

Base
Brass

Table top
Oak

Base
White

Table top
White

Base
Zinc

SCAN ME!
For even  
more  
combinations
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1. Armchair Biarritz Brown, with a curved backrest and seat shell made of veneered ash wood, 77 x 56 x 53 cm | 87319 |  
 2. Table Brooklyn Nature, the lively grain of the solid wood surface is accentuated by the hand-crafted shape, 76 x 80 x 160 cm | 81429 |  

 3. Pendant lamp Misteriosa, with three large, semi-transparent drop-shaped lampshades, 153 x Ø 54 cm | 55910 |   
4. Chair Rosali, in a mix of materials with a backrest in Viennese wickerwork and a bouclé seat, 82 x 48 x 56 cm | 86993 |   

5. Table Invitation, following the classic design tradition with a trumpet base and table top with fine oak veneer, 76 x Ø 120 cm | 84401 |   
6. Chair Rosali, in a mix of materials with a backrest in Viennese wickerwork and a bouclé seat, 82 x 48 x 56 cm | 87004 |   

7. Armchair Costa Walnut, elegant design with curvy contours and an interesting contrast  
of rich walnut wood and a black leather look,75 x 53 x 51 cm |78581|   

8. Table Memo, timeless perfection in the Scandinavian interior style, 75 x 160 x 90 cm | 87119 |   

ROOM FOR MORE
Always on trend, always cosy, always inspiring - that's the Nordic furnishing style,  

which never goes out of fashion.
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Table Downtown Oak, on a modern statement 
frame with a table top made of oiled oak  
featuring chamfered edges - it simply feels great! 
Also an attractive Scandinavian-style solution as 
a desk, 78 x 90 x 180 cm | 83160 |
Chair San Francisco Grey, a perfect dining room 
chair with soft upholstery and a distinguished 
look, 81 x 59 x 61 cm | 83314 |  
Vase Lizy Shine Multi, a two-coloured  
vase for impressive flower arrangements,  
41 x Ø 30 cm | 53789 |
Mirror Betsy Frame Rectangular Metal, looks 
elegant and light thanks to the filigree frame, 
can also be hung vertically as a full-body mirror, 
165 x 55 cm | 85421 |

SCAN ME!
For more  
Scandinavian 
style
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Table Kalif, the seemingly floating table top made of safety glass provides a view of an ornate door with an antique look. Each one is unique,  
78 x 200 x 90 cm | 81662 |   Bench Mode, an upholstered bench with velvet cover, available in other colours and as a chair, 88 x 164 x 62 cm | 83020 |     

Chair Mode, with or without armrests, Mode cuts a fine figure in various colours, 87 x 58 x 67 cm | 82468 | 

Chair Cheerio, loose back cushion included, 75 x 55 x 52 cm | 84888 |   Console table Rustico, handcrafted from recycled solid wood,  
80 x 180 x 46 cm | 80036 |   Sideboard Goa, intricately carved fronts in pastel colours, 95 x 180 x 40 tall | 51926 |

THE DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS
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1. Dresser Goa, 110 x 90 x 45 cm | 81662 |   2. Pendant lamp Clouds, 62 x 102 x 28 cm | 60669 |   
3. Chest Zoo, 47 x 81 x 42 cm | 87495 |   4. Dresser Puro, 80 x 116 x 35 cm | 81335 |   

5. Table Memory, 78 x 80 x 160 cm | 76163 |   6. Chair Lara Grey, 92 x 44 x 45 cm | 80862 |   7. Chair Ko Lanta, 86 x 44 x 56 cm | 79961 |   
8. Chair Horizon, 82 x 58 x 54 cm | 85259 |   9. Sideboard Shanti Surprise Puzzle Nature, 90 x 160 x 42 cm | 82794 | 

10. Table Rustico, 76 x 90 x 200 cm | 82849 | 

WITH THAT 
CERTAIN SOMETHING

With surfaces made from recycled wood, featuring decorative carvings  
or creative paintwork, no two pieces are the same.
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T A B L E W A R E  S E R I E S

A BEAUTIFUL SETTING
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Plate Bell, Ø 25 cm | 60499 |   
Plate Bell, Ø 31 cm | 60500 |
Coffee cup Bell (2 parts) | 60503 |
Cutlery Gloria Gold | 52631 |

THE DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS

Turning every meal into an experience: creative, colourful and unforgettable. A feast for the eyes!
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clockwise from top left:
Tableware Laguna, ceramic series made of stoneware, dishwasher and microwave-safe | 52651, 52654, 52655 |   Cutlery Gloria Black, 16-piece set,  

dishwasher-safe | 52633 |   Glasses Fogli, available in transparent, green and purple, various designs | 55646-9 |

Tableware Fresco, in Mediterranean colours, dishwasher and microwave-safe | 54270, 54274 |   Glasses Fogli | 55646-9 |

Tableware Los Cabos, as colourful and cheerful as a fiesta! Available as tableware and vases | 54832-7 |  
 Cutlery Gloria Gold, 16-piece set, dishwasher-safe | 52631 |

Tableware Organic Sage, irregularly shaped ceramics with charm, dishwasher and microwave-safe | 54264-8 |

SCAN ME!
For even more 
colourful table 
decorations
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Each of these ceramic vases is unique thanks to the hand-painted,  
black contours that give the design that certain something.

Whether as a decorative element on a side table, as a table decoration or  
as part of a flower arrangement, they are eye-catchers with an artistic touch.

ARTISTIC
Table Schickeria, all in white  
with a tulip base, a real classic,  
75 x Ø110 cm | 87053 |
Chair Grid, an icon of furniture design: 
the classic steel mesh shell chair -  
all in black, 86 x 48 x 54 cm | 83113 |

A C C E S S O R I E S
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1. Vase Favola Men, 30 x 19 x 19 cm | 55005 |   2. Vase Favola Lady, 30 x 19 x 19 cm | 55004 |    
3. Vase Favola Lady, not just a white vase, but an eye-catcher for princesses, 26 x 21 x 7 cm | 55002 |

4. Table clock Favola, 26 x 9 x 5 cm | 55000 |     
5. Wall mirror Favola, Mirror, mirror on the wall, with illustrative decorations in black  

and a neo-baroque frame, 67 x 50 cm | 86938 |   6. Picture frame Favola, 25 x 19 cm | 54991 |    
7. Coffee cup Viso Uomo (2 parts), Ø 20 cm | 54996 |   8. Coffee cup Viso Donna (2 parts), Ø 20 cm | 54997 |

9. Vase Favola, 24 x 23 x 5 cm | 55001 |   

SCAN ME!
For even more  

decorative ideas
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B A R  F U R N I T U R E

C H E E R S !
76 KARE MAGAZINE  //  THE MAGAZINE FOR FURNISHING FANS
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Bar cabinet Venezia Crème, Inspired 
by traditional cabin trunks, this bar 
cabinet has a variety of functional storage 
features such as fold-out compartments, 
drawers and slots for bottles and glasses.
The easy-to-clean cover in a stylish 
braided look is not only elegant but also 
practical, 145 x 64 x 60 cm | 87201 |

With our distinctive bar furniture you can transform any room into a stylish  
meeting place for convivial evenings and unforgettable celebrations. Good health!
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clockwise from top left:
Serving trolley Casino Gold, retro design with castors, a steel frame and two black glass shelves, 88 x 75 x50 cm | 81385 |

Serving trolley Loft Black, the shape is reminiscent of Art Deco design and looks particularly elegant thanks to the all-round styling in black, 85 x 74 x 40 cm | 84545 |
Serving trolley Loft Brass, a combination of a round golden frame and rectangular tops that serve as a shelf.

An absolute showstopper, 85 x 74 x 40 cm | 84824 |
Serving trolley Emilia, a mobile bar in the casual Hollywood glam style with enough space on two reflecting levels  

for serving cocktails and other drinks, 78 x 57 x 48 cm |85801|
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clockwise from top left:
Bar After Work, in a glamorous retro design, 106 x 120 x 48 cm | 86695 |

Bar Racing Car, serving drinks becomes a special experience with this replica of a historic Bugatti racing car  
featuring lots of practical and authentic details, 98 x 238 x 76 cm | 86507 |

Bar cabinet Osaka, a fold-out worktop and an extra fixture for wine bottles make it possible to store and serve drinks  
and everything that goes with them in a modern Asian style, 92 x 107 49 cm | 85407 |

Bar-Shelf unit Vinoteca, a smartly designed industrial-style bar counter made of steel and solid wood. Simply fold out the table, Cheers!  
201 x 80 x 34 cm | 85096 |

THE DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS



Bar Steamlock, with its cock-
tail shaker, bottle cooler and 
ice bucket the handcrafted 
home bar in the shape of a 
historic steam locomotive 
offers enough storage space 
for everything you need for a 
good party,  
105 x 225 x 65 cm | 87197 |

SCAN ME!
For even  

more bars
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French  
Chic

AT HOME WITH EDILKA ANDERSON IN TORONTO

H O M E S T O R Y

The living room  
as a feel-good oasis
"I can only advise everyone to take their 
time when fine-tuning their interior, so 
that personal pieces and favourite items 
of furniture come together to create an 
individual style"

here:
Sofa 3-seater Spectra Samt Brown,  
with a shimmering golden-brown 
velvet cover,  
71 x 245 x 96 cm | 83620 |   

top right:
Sofa 3-seater Night Fever Purple,  
83 x 232 x 104 cm | 84626 |
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Edilka Anderson
KARE partner and design  

expert Edilka Anderson has set 
up her family home in Toronto, 
Canada. Edilka has a wealth of 

expertise in interior furnishings, 
and reveals to us what she values 

most in her own home.

Artistic 
Edilka has found many of her favourite pieces 
of furniture and accessories at KARE Toronto. 

Head-turners such as monumental mirrors 
or hand-painted pictures as wall decorations 
draw attention to specific areas, highlighting 

architectural features such as a fireplace or  
skilfully enhancing empty walls and corners.

Table lamp Dough, 38 x 25 x 25 cm | 53349 |    
Picture behind glass Proud Flamingo, 100 x 100 cm | 54574 |

bottom left:
Coffee table Tree Stump, 
large side table in black  
in the shape of a  
cross-section of a tree,  
44 x 119 x 68 cm | 85720 |  

bottom right:
Console table Malaga, a 
focal point: the graphic  
effects change the look of 
the console table depen-
ding on the perspective,  
80 x 160 x 35 cm | 86152 |
Footstool Cherry  
Black Brass,  
42 x 35 x 35 cm | 83142 |
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SCAN ME!
For the entire  

homestory
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Coffee table Luigi  
Gold (set of 4),  
43 x 100 x 100 cm | 83104 |

Serving trolley  
Pyramids,  
79 x 65 x 36 cm 
| 85802 |

Picture behind glass Triptychon 
Oldtimer Back,  
240x160 cm | 51522 |

Favourite colours  
as the underlying concept

Edilka focuses on individuality in her choice  
of colours and materials. Black and white serve  

as a neutral base, which she rounds off with  
highlight colours such as nude and gold.  

Eye-catching statement colours such as pink or 
yellow give Edilka's look a personal touch.

"IN MY BEDROOM I PREFER  
TRANQUIL COLOURS AND NATURAL 
MATERIALS, AND DECORATE WITH 
HIGHLIGHTS IN A BLACK AND WHITE 
COLOUR SCHEME."
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GET THE LOOK

1. Pendant lamp Diamond Fever Dining Black, 130 x 110 x 12 cm | 55396 |   2. Decorative bowl Nora, Ø 30 cm | 54302 |    
3. Decorative figure Betta Fish, 37 cm tall | 68023 |   4. Wall-mounted object Love, 90 x 90 cm | 54801 |   5. Sideboard Prezioso, 78 x 160 x 45 cm | 80121 |    

6. Armchair Perugia, 75 x 79 x 75 cm | 82706 |   7. Swivel armchair Night Fever, 76 x 78 x 75 cm | 84627 |

Picture TOUCHED 
Flamingo Road Nature, 
122 x 92 cm | 51847 |

1
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Holiday home,  
residence
Sremska Kamenica, 
Serbia

Warm colours, soft materials 
and masterful craftsmanship 
have been skilfully  
interwoven, inspired by the 
natural surroundings, the 
fascinating history of the 
building and the  
contemporary furnishing 
style, which combines  
luxury and comfort.

Created by
KARE Serbia

Event location

Create the ideal ambience 
for your guests, whether  
it's a wedding venue,  
a restaurant or a beach bar. 
Our premium furniture and 
decorations will enchant 
your guests and ensure  
unforgettable celebrations.

Your partner with expertise  
in the complete furnishing of 
rooms for guests and customers - 
perfect interiors by professionals 
for professionals.

SPACES 
WHICH INSPIRE

SCAN ME!
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Hairdressing salon
Gianni di Franca, Munich

We design sophisticated interiors  
for discerning clients that invite people to 
relax and enjoy themselves. With the right 
touch of humour and style we help you to 
create spaces for luxurious treatments.

Co-working space,
office

Every office is a  
reflection of the  
corporate culture.  
From start-ups to  
luxurious co-working 
offices, we have  
plenty of ideas  
and the right  
products for  
productive teamwork.



Thanks for
the flowers
Vase Lips Pink,  
in the form of sensual lips and  
in a vibrant pink colour,  
a statement in a class of its own,  
28 x 58 x 31 cm | 55263 |

Interior decoration  
is a quick way to achieve  
a home upgrade without  
moving furniture around!

KARE MAGAZINE // ACCESSORIES
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Vase Sky Blue,  
each vase is a unique piece  
made from glass and coated in 
shimmering colours | 55474, 5 , 6 |

Series Brillar, in black and white with intricately 
crafted polka dots, each vase is an elaborately 
crafted one-off piece made from hand-blown, 
coloured glass | 53181, 3, 7, 9 |

Series Akira, porcelain vases with a richly detailed 
relief, intricately produced using a special 3D 
printer | 54872, 3 |

Whether made of 

ceramics or glass, as 

a floor vase or table de-

coration, flower vases are 

always a real focal point 

- and a perfect gift for 

your hosts.
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Series Glow, a great head-turner in various 
colours and sizes | 55489, 90, 92, 93 |

Series Collina Colore, handmade unique 
pieces with plenty of scope for unusual 
flower arrangements | 55790, 1, 2 |

Vase Rose Multi | 65663 |

Vase Rivers Colore, a colourful ceramic 
vase which brings joy | 55793 |

SCAN ME!
For even more  

vase ideas
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GIFT GIVING MADE EASY:

THE KARE 
GIFTCARD

Wow!

The individually chargeable card  
contains all the fun of furnishing.  
Whether as a small gift or major  
help in setting up a new home,  
the giftcard makes design fans  
happy and every home  
more beautiful.

GIFTCARD



A LONG AND  
LASTING FRIENDSHIP
KARE stands for unlimited 
inspiration! That's why we 
offer furniture, lighting and 
decorations for every taste 
and style. After all, furnishing 
the home should be fun. 
However, in our eyes pieces 
of furniture are not  
throwaway items.

SUSTAINABLE  
THINKING
Carpenters, for example, 
often spend many days 
working on a sideboard 
made from recycled wood. 
Furniture not only contains 
natural materials such as 
wood that are worth  
protecting, but also the 
knowledge of centuries-old 
traditions of craftsmanship.

LET’S DO BETTER.

Sustainable lifestyles and responsible consumption are here to stay.  
What does sustainability actually mean for KARE? We invited members  
of our community to find out what aspects are important to them personally. 
 In line with our "Let's do better!" initiative we aim to make a contribution  
together to reducing our ecological footprint.

The KARE Sustainability Initiative.

THINKING ABOUT  
THE BIG PICTURE
Doing things better than 
others - this was the idea 
that launched KARE in 1981. 
Our mission is to make  
every home a happy place 
with furniture of lasting 
value and quality.  
At the same time, the  
term "home" means  
much more than  
just four walls.

"I LOOK AFTER CHILDREN 
FOR A LIVING AND IT IS VERY 

IMPORTANT TO ME TO BE A 
ROLE MODEL FOR THEM. THIS 

IS WHERE I SEE MY  
CONTRIBUTION TO SUSTAIN- 

ABILITY IN THE FUTURE." 
Vanessa, 31

"I WOULD LIKE US  
ALL TO LIVE MORE  
IN HARMONY WITH  
NATURE AND PROTECT 
OUR ECOSYSTEMS  
BETTER!" 
Jonathan, 25

WE THINK  
BEFORE WE PRINT
At KARE we question every 
print product and scrutinise 
its value very carefully.  
The magazine that you are 
holding in your hands is a 
very special case: it is  
published once a year  
and is printed  
on environ- 
mentally  
friendly, 
FSC-certified 
paper.

SCAN ME!
For even  

more information
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WOOD WITH  
A PROVENANCE 
All our suppliers must  
provide us with information 
about the origin of their  
wood and other natural  
materials, as well as  
up-to-date, recognised  
certificates for legal and  
ecologically compatible  
sourcing. KARE wood  
products are obtained  
exclusively from legal sources.

LEATHER FOR LIFE
A beautiful sofa made of  
genuine leather is an invest-
ment for life: with proper  
care it will be hard-wearing  
and become more and more 
beautiful over the years.  
Genuine leather is naturally 
abrasion-proof, hard-wearing 
and tear-resistant. Compared 
to cheap leather alternatives  
in particular, high-quality  
leather is more  
environmentally friendly.

NATURALLY  
WITH QUALITY
Our home textiles have a 
good feel about them.  
They are increasingly made 
from natural materials  
such as cotton and linen,  
or near-natural raw  
materials such as viscose, 
which is based  
on plant fibre.

A GOOD FEELING 
Natural materials such as 
real wood, marble, cotton, 
wool and linen are increa-
singly becoming part of our 
collections. This is because 
their colours, their feel and 
their stories convey a  
wonderful sensation of well-
being and have less impact 
on our environment.

"IT IS IMPORTANT FOR 
ME TO THINK ABOUT 
WHETHER THERE IS  

AN ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY OPTION - 

COULD I PERHAPS TAKE 
THE TRAIN INSTEAD  

OF A PLANE?"
Gianni, 41

""WHAT'S GOOD FOR MY BODY  
IS ALSO GOOD FOR THE  
ENVIRONMENT - SO I CHOOSE
COSMETICS WITH NATURAL  
INGREDIENTS AND  
ENVIRONMENTALLY  
FRIENDLY PACKAGING  
FOR ALL PRODUCTS!" 
Melina, 19

"WE ARE LUCKY ENOUGH 
TO BE ABLE TO ENJOY 

NATURE. SO WE SHOULD 
TREAT IT WITH GREAT 

RESPECT." 
Olivia, 33

"A PIECE OF FURNITURE 
IS A COMPANION FOR 
LIFE, SO WE SHOULD 
CHOOSE IT, LOOK  
AFTER IT AND TREAT IT 
WITH RESPECT." 
Julia, 31
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

BEDS - THE STARS OF THE BEDROOM! CLOSE THE DOOR TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD  
FOR A WHILE AND IMMERSE YOURSELF IN A WORLD FULL OF ENTICING POSSIBILITIES. 

TREAT YOURSELF TO THE SLUMBER OASIS YOU'VE ALWAYS DREAMED OF!

BEDROOM
DREAMS

T H E  B E D R O O M



left-hand page:
Bed East Side Cord Blue, with all-round upholstery in soft corduroy velvet, 
available in other sizes and colours, 180 x 200 cm | 87291 |   

this page:   
Bed East Side Cord Grey, with upholstered headboard,  
a visual and tactile experience, 180 x 200 cm | 87292 | 
Framed painting Ladyship, earthy, natural colour tones and interesting 
shapes and contours make this picture a showstopper on any wall and 
harmonise with countless furnishing styles, 160 x 80 cm | 54773 |
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

Bed Tivoli, with an elegantly curved headboard and stain-repellent  
cover featuring Easy-Clean technology, also available with a reclining  
surface of 160 x 200 cm, 180 x 200 cm | 85643 |
Dresser Small Soran, reflecting furniture also mirrors the light  
and thus visually enlarges the room, 49 x 50 cm | 86804 |

Pendant lamp Living Vegas Deluxe Black Matt LED, a floor-length statement 
piece that can also be used as a room divider: a curtain made of light! 
320 x 154 x 21 cm | 53665 |
Decorative object Globe Top Black, all is still right with the world here!  
A great decorative object for globetrotters and art collectors, 
32 cm tall | 53923 |

THE BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE 

Easy C
lean
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Desk Soran, also offers the perfect look as a dressing table!  
With two reflecting soft-close drawers,, 77 x 120 x 50 cm | 86803 |
Mirror Make Up Square, provides the perfect light for applying make-up  
thanks to all-round lighting. Hollywood sends its regards! 81 x 81 cm | 83203 |
Chair Bess Grey, not only cuts a fine figure at the dining table, but also looks 
great in the office or make-up corner thanks to its comfortable upholstery,  
85 x 70 x 63 cm | 86388 |
Carpet Spike Elegance, if a little glamour is required: adds understated sparkle  
to the room with its structure and silver highlights, 240 x 170  cm | 30004 |

on right:
Sideboard Venice, a mix of clean lines and striking  
details, with a shimmering metallic surface and lots  
of storage space, 64 x 180 x 45 cm | 81035 |
Vase Donna White, a handmade vase whose sensuous  
curves create an extravagant look with or without flowers,  
22 x 16 cm /14 x 27 cm | 54234, 54981 |
Mirror Betsy Frame, this large designer mirror with its  
distinctive, filigree frame perfectly complements classic  
and modern interiors, 55 x 165 cm | 85421 |
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Bed Tivoli, a modern and comfortable upholstered bed with a spacious,  
rounded headboard and textured fabric in sophisticated dark green  
(for a 160 cm mattress), 102 x 195 x 217 cm | 80010 |
Nightstand Muskat, a small, handcrafted dresser made from  
solid mango wood with engraved, oriental gold decorations and two drawers,  
42 x 52 x 34 cm | 84922 |
Dresser Muskat, inspired by the Midcentury style, with five drawers  
and intricately carved decorations, 80 x 60 x 40 cm | 83487 |
Decorative frame Gold Flower, a three-dimensional work of art  
made of gold-coloured flowers in a plexiglass frame, 60 x 60 cm | 51626 |

THE BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE 
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NATURAL  
GLAMOUR

The magic of the jungle meets pure elegance -  
enchant your senses with a mix of exoticism,  

style and adventure!
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1. Fur blanket  Stripes, 140 x 200 cm | 36181 |   2. Cushion Jungle Fever, 45 x 45 cm | 51962 |    
3. Table lamp Animal Birds LED, 52 cm | 39470 |   4. Nightstand Muskat, 42 x 52 x 34 cm | 84922 |    
5. Dresser Small Milano, 62 x 56 x 45 cm | 85336 |   6. Wooden bed Puro, 76 x 189 x 218 cm | 81954 |    
7. Cushion JUNGLE Chameleon, 43 x 43 cm | 55942 |   8. Dresser Small Glenn, 50 x 55 cm | 87440 |     

9. Table lamp Octopus, 34 x 22 x 26 cm | 52701 |   10. Pet bed Dream Day Grey, 24 x 61 x 42 cm | 86369 |    
11. Table lamp Animal Rabbit, 68 x 23 x 26 cm | 61598 |    

SCAN ME!
For even  

more bedroom  
ideas
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

Bed East Side, a modern upholstered bed with a structured cover in beige, delicate feet and brass-coloured details, available in two sizes,  
e.g. for a 160 cm mattress, 100 x 180 x 217 cm | 84960 |   Dresser Small Puro, ornate carvings bear witness to the skills of Indian craftsmen and 
make each piece unique, 46 x 50 x 35 cm | 81332 |   Table lamp Animal Octopus, the luminous octopus provides soft light and is an  
extraordinary eye-catcher on the nightstand, 34 x 22 x 26 cm | 52701 |   Acrylic painting Abstract Fields, the hand-painted picture on canvas 
creates a relaxing atmosphere with its bright, natural-looking colours, 90 x 120 cm | 61661 |

ALWAYS AT
YOUR SIDE

THE BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE 

N I G H T S T A N D S
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clockwise from top left:
Dresser Small Grace, with a rounded shape and marble top, 55 x 50 x 35 cm | 86466 |

Dresser Small Luxury, very luxurious with allround reflection and elegant glass knobs! 50 x 49 x 41 cm | 82229 |
Dresser Small Soran, a modern nightstand with mirror fronts and a gold-coloured frame, 50 x 49 x 41 cm | 86842 |

Dresser Small Osaka, introduces the Zen of Asian interiors into the bedroom, 60 x 55 x 55 cm | 83875 |
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT
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Bed Desire Velvet, sleeping as if in a castle - with Chesterfield-style button stitching  
on a velvety upholstered cover, available in various colours and sizes, 100 x 197 x 228 cm | 85667 |
Wall mirror Riley, wake up under the sun every day, 98 x 150 x 14 cm | 86100 |
Side table Ice, with a top handcrafted from recycled glass, other versions available, 50 x Ø 40 cm | 85734 |
Armchair Perugia, an elegant velvet armchair in the style of the Twenties. The pleated velvet-look cover emphasises the round body, 75 x 79 x 75 cm | 82706 |
Side table Plateau Uno Brass, a golden eye-catcher, also great in pairs as a nightstand next to the bed, 53 x Ø 45 cm | 83466 |

THE BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE 

"Chesterfield furniture  
is the epitome of timeless 

elegance and combines 
luxury with a touch of  

tradition. It is known for  
its deep buttoned pattern, 

inspired by the classic  
English style of the  

18th century."
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1. Table lamp Feather Palm, 60 x 50 x 50 cm | 53745 |   2. Cushion Horsefaces, 50 x 30 cm | 51166 |
3. Fur blanket Polar White, 140 x 200 cm | 36183 |   4. Table lamp Animal Rabbit, 69 x 23 x 26 cm | 61599 |   

5. Pet bed Diva Leo, 25 x 63 x 44 cm | 86373 |
6. Bench Trono, 61 x 100 x 50 cm | 87073 |   7. Table lamp Al Capone Tre, 83 x 18 x 18 cm | 51763 | 

8. Armchair Water Lily Gold Rose, 78 x 85 x 78 cm | 85193 |    9. Table lamp Animal Giraffe Gold, 50 x 24 x 27 cm | 53710 | 
10. Footstool Cherry Storage Cord Cream (set of 2), 42 x 38 x 38 cm | 86512 | 

11. Cushion Blush Roses, 45 x 45 cm | 51961 | 

BEDROOM
ROYALE

Welcome to the bedroom of ultimate luxury and comfort,  
where ageless style is king!
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

Wall-mounted object Guardian Angel, the Greek sculpture in the 
shape of a man's body with its large, golden wings is a spectacular 
showstopper, 136 x 208 x 27 cm | 53725 |
Sideboard Futuro, an extraordinary unique piece with geometric 
fronts made of hammered brass, 86 x 183 x 40 cm | 86693 |
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THE BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE 
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Busts and statues from antiquity meet 
elements from Pop Art - creating an 

instant impression with a touch  
of humour!

ANTIQUE
POP

1. Wall lamp Animal Tiger, he just wants to play! And provides ambient lighting, 35 x32 x 27 cm | 52710 |
2. Decorative frame Ancient Art, in an elaborately designed passepartout, 100 x 100 cm | 61981 |

3. Decorative figure Kissing Girl, a classic beauty blowing bubble gum, 58 cm tall| 54041 |
4. Bookrests Horse, combining forces to bring order to the bookshelf, 21 cm tall | 53174 | 

5. Picture Statue, a handsome Roman as a great wall decoration for art lovers with a sense of humour, 125 x 100 cm | 52976 |
6. Decorative object Balboa, what a splendid specimen, for the sideboard and the like, 68cm tall | 53257 |

7. Table lamp Geometric Leopard, with a sculptural big cat and fabric shade, 36 x 36 x 17 cm | 54622 |
8. Decorative object Lady Balboa, "Be sporting" is the message of this creative decoration for your home | 54252 |

9. Cushion Coloseo, made of cotton with a graphic pattern, 50 x 50 cm | 55505 |
10. Vases Perfect Match, handcrafted ceramic vases, available in various sizes | 55042, 3 |

11. Vase Body Art, a head full of flowers, 19 cm tall | 54217 |
12. Sculpture Classic Beauty, elegance and glamour, 48 cm tall| 53502 |
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

THE PLACE WHERE CREATIVITY AND PRODUCTIVITY GO HAND IN HAND.
TRANSFORM YOUR HOME OFFICE INTO A SPACE WHERE IDEAS ARE BORN  

AND GOALS ARE ACHIEVED!

THE WAY
TO WORK

T H E  H O M E  O F F I C E



Desk Osaka, The elegant combination of dark ash wood  
and a graphic brass-look frame brings the New Asia style into your own office, 81 x 138 x 60 cm | 83881 |
Shelf unit Osaka, clear lines in warm gold, combined with dark wood, create a relaxed and casual look,  
while ample storage space is provided by the roomy drawer, 210 x 82 x 45 cm | 83877 |
Office chair Labora, the swivel chair in a timelessly beautiful design with a vintage leather look can be customised to 
your seating requirements thanks to various functions and an ergonomic backrest, 109 x 59 x 62 cm | 79946 |
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"Ideally, the workstation  
at home shouldn't look  

like work, but should 
instead blend in with the 

interior. After work you  
can then relax without 

being surrounded by the 
office look!"
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Desk Soran, with a reflecting top and fronts and a simple, brass-coloured frame, 77 x 120 x 50 cm | 86841 |    
Chair Hojas Beige, comfortable, soft, modern and high quality. With two-colour cover in a velvet look, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 86064 |

Desk Luxury Pearl, a little glamour never hurts: reflecting desk with three drawers and a high-quality facet cut,  
78 x 140 x 61 cm | 84158 |   Table lamp Flores Gold, elegant from head to toe, with ornate ginkgo leaves, 62 x 30 x 30 cm | 52886 |   

Swivel chair Belle Velvet Cream, a graceful chair in beige that integrates effortlessly into the living area when your work is done, 78 x 57 x 54 cm | 87506 |
Shelf unit Loft, with gold-coloured frame and transparent, amber-coloured shelves, 195 x 60 x 30 cm | 85484 |

THE HOME OFFICE // DESK & WORKSTATION

sw
ivels
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Desk Grace, a handcrafted wooden desk that can also be used as a console table.  
With luxurious details and height-adjustable floor glides on the base, 76 x 110 x 55 cm | 87215 |    

Chair Boulevard White, with a white bouclé cover,  79 x 58 x 57 cm | 87151 |

Desk Grace, a handcrafted wooden desk that can also be used as a console table. With luxurious details  
and height-adjustable floor glides on the base, 76 x 110 x 55 cm | 87215 |   Table lamp Loungy, also available in black, 38 x 25 x 25 cm | 32213 |    

Swivel chair Arabella Silver, 58 x 78 x 57 cm | 87358 |   Swivel chair Thinktank Mix, the timeless beige colour of the dining chair in combination  
with the sturdy four-legged swivel base made of black lacquered steel, 360° swivel function, 81 x 67 x 58 cm | 87070 |

sw
ivels

sw
ivels
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clockwise from top left:
Desk Silencio, with a 3D-look front made of manually applied inlays, 76 x 120 x 59 cm | 87462 |

Armchair Harry Brown, with armrests in a charming retro look, 84 x 60 x 63 cm | 82242 |

Office chair Labora Brown, steplessly height-adjustable via gas pressure spring, swivels 360° and with a comfortable rocking function, 109 x 59 x 62 cm | 79946 |

Desk Boticelli, with a top made of high-quality ash veneer. Leather details and a drawer for storage space, 77 x 153 x 71 cm | 86443 |
Armchair Bess Beige Flitter, the comfortable classic with all-round upholstery, 84 x 70 x 62 cm | 87067 |

Desk Milano, with details in a fine rayskin look, manufactured in the tradition of the finest Italian furniture design, 80 x 140 x 58 cm | 85019 |
Chair Boulevard, with rounded backrest and armrests in an elegant formal idiom, 79 x 57 x 57 cm | 84638 |

THE HOME OFFICE // DESK & WORKSTATION
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WORK IN STYLE
The classy way to work. Here your tax returns,  

the manuscript for your book or the daily office routine  
are all taken care of in style!
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1. Office chair Cigar Lounge, 116 x 69 x 71 cm | 75984 |   2. Wall clock European Map, 96 x 77 cm | 32767 |    
3. Desk La Gomera, 73 x 140 x 60  cm | 85827 |   4. Table lamp Animal Elephant Safari, 74 x 52 x 33 cm | 32775 |    

5. Desk Ravello, 93 x 120 x 83 cm | 85686 |   6. Decorative object Globe Top Black, 40 x Ø 30 cm | 53927 |    
7. Swivel chair Dottore, 78 x 44 x 50 cm | 82891 |   8. Shelf unit Loft Black, 195 x 115 x 30 cm | 84124 |     
9. Office chair Check Out, 118 x 75 x 75 cm | 83959 |   10. Shelf unit Loft, 100 x 115 x 30 cm | 84125 |    

11. Swivel chair Coco Brown, 84 x 53 x 60 cm | 87304 |   12. Desk Office Harmony, 70-120 x 160 x 80 cm | 84952 |   
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SCAN ME!
For even  

more home  
office ideas



Desk Clear Club, a rectangular desk with round edges made of ESG safety glass, 78 x 125 x 60 cm | 76719 | 
Standard lamp Calotta, with variable shades, for perfectly regulated light, 151 x 40 x 26 cm | 69841 |
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Retro
OFFICE



1. Decorative plant Rainforest, deceptively real and always green, 160 cm tall | 60720 |
2. Pendant lamp Candy Bar, spot lighting in sugar-sweet colours, 60 cm tall | 55843 |

3. Jewellery stand Hand Silver, 20 x 10 x 6 cm | 53401 | 
4. Swivel chair Carlito Mesh Yellow, swivels through 360° and adds colour to the office, 81 x 64 x 61 cm | 87682 |

5. Desk Soft Snake, created in collaboration with designer Andreas Weber, with real walnut veneer, 76 x 150 x 70 cm | 82993 |
6. Headphone stand Transparent Various, 29 x 21 x 21 cm | 34861 | 

7. Office chair Patron, in a great retro look with walnut-coloured armrests, 101 x 67 x 56 cm | 79696 |
8. Desk White Club Snake, matt lacquered and with its four drawers offering plenty of storage space in a retro look, 76 x 150 x 70 cm | 75193 |

9. Swivel chair Colmar Rust Red, with a velvety red cover and sturdy black star base, 79 x 66 x 64 cm | 80044 | 
  7. Box Polka, 9 x 21 x 16 cm | 54390 |
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

A C C E S S O R I E S

L I G H T I N G
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ACCESSORIES // LIGHTING

Table lamps Animal Rabbit,  
simply adorable! The way the cute  
bunny carries the lampshade is  
heart-warming. Favourite pieces  
like this add lots of personality and  
are the reason why an apartment 
becomes a home. Available in  
various colours and sizes, 
e.g. 96 cm tall | z. B. 53475 |

The highlight of any interior! Whether it's glamourous ceiling lights, original wall lamps or  
playful table lamps - create the right ambience for every occasion and let your rooms shine!

SCAN ME!
For even more  
lighting ideas
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clockwise from top left:
Standard lamp Scultra, with naturally grown acacia wood trunks, 180 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 |

Pendant lamp Trapez, extra-tall lamp, also looks great in the hallway, 280 x 64 x 64 cm | 52472 |
Pendant lamp Clouds, an art object made of glass nuggets, inspired by clouds, 62 x 102 x 28 cm | 60669 |
Wall lamp Disc, a lighting installation as a brilliant alternative to the picture wall, 110 x 185 x 14 cm | 52524 |
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A C C E S S O R I E S

DECORATIONS
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ACCESSORIES // DECORATIONS

From elaborate wall artwork to witty collages in a mix of materials -  
give your home additional character and flair!



1. Picture Balloons, in intricate collage technique with 3D effect, also available in smaller sizes, as shown, 160 x 260 cm | 52979 |
2. Framed painting Modulo, the hand-painted picture, enhanced by a solid wood frame, blends easily into any interior style and stands out with  

its sharp contrasts and fine structure, 100 x 100 cm | 54192 |   3. Framed painting Ladyship, earthy, natural colour shades and interesting contours make  
this picture an eye-catcher on any wall and combine harmoniously with countless furnishing styles, 160 x 80 cm | 54773 |   4. Picture behind glass Arte,  

the expressive picture brings the art of Expressionism in the style of Picasso and others into your home, creating a stylistic update, 150 x 100 cm | 54442 |    
5. Framed painting Visione Obliquo, abstract design and bright colours make this hand-painted work of art unique, and lend a special charm to homes with  

modern interiors, 100 x 100 cm | 55431 |   6. Framed painting Skyline Skater, the fascinating motif in combination with the stylised, mounted skateboard model  
will be an exciting focal point on any wall, 150 x 150 cm | 55868 |
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A PLACE IN

THE SUN

O U T D O O R    L I V I N G

Sunbed Waikiki, the perfect sun lounger for the pool or balcony, 67 x  81 x 165 cm | 87541 |   
 

Armchair Waikiki, a high-quality outdoor series in the Ibiza-Tulum style, 67 x 79 x 72 cm | 87537 |    
Sofa 2-seater Waikiki, with comfortable seat and back cushions, 67 x 210 x 72 cm | 87538 |

Be radiant  

as the sun:  
our outdoor ideas for 

sunny moments
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top:
Chair Palma Nature, goes perfectly with black or wooden tables, 79 x 56 x 59 cm | 86853 |   Chair Palma Dark Blue,  

the comfortable outdoor dining chair made from natural materials, 79 x 56 x 59 cm | 86867 |   Lantern Giardino Black (set of 4), whether filled  
with candles or plants: lanterns can be decorated for every season and according to your mood, 71 x 24 x 23 cm | 53311 |

bottom:
Chair Acapulco Black, the classic for outdoor use also looks stylish in the living room, 85 x 73 x 78 cm | 83986 |    

Chair Acapulco Nature, goes well with many interior styles, for example with a lambskin in winter, 85 x 73 x 78 cm | 84722 |    
Side table Acapulco Nature, matching side table with glass top, 50 x 50 x 50 cm | 84968 |
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SCAN ME!
For even  

more sunny  
times



AND MANY
MORE...

WHO'S NEXT?  
f ranchise@kare.de 

PLANET KARE:

LIMA

ZURICH

SKOPJE

SOFIA

LISBOA

MARBELLA

CYPRUS

VIENNA

BUDAPEST

LYON

MUNICH

ANDORRA

CAEN

BUCHAREST

VANCOUVER

CARACAS

MANILA

ATHENS

PRAGUE

MEXICO
CITY

SANTIAGO
DE CHILE

SEOUL

JOHANNESBURG

ABUJA

MARTINIQUE

LA PAZ
 BOGOTA

IBIZA

ROME

KRAKOWLOS
ANGELES

DUBAI

TOKYO

MIAMI
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